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Jacques deLisle*

What do China’s dramatic economic rise, engagement with the World Trade Organization (“WTO”) (and other established features of the international economic legal order), and rising assertiveness in external relations tell us about China’s past and likely future relationship to status quo international economic legal institutions and the norms they instantiate? What do these developments indicate about prospects for those institutions and norms? In China’s Rise: How it Took on the U.S. at the WTO, Gregory Shaffer and Henry Gao offer, or point us toward, answers to these questions. They do so on a grander scale than their relatively modest title indicates. In doing so, they engage seriously (if at times implicitly) with international relations theory and provide rich, original empirical support from fieldwork interviews. Their discussion of the relatively recent past—and its legacy—provides grounds for optimism among those who favor an institutionally robust and liberal international economic legal order. Yet, their analysis also finds, or suggests, ample reasons for pessimism in recent behavior and experiences of China and the U.S. in the WTO, and other developments in China, the U.S., and U.S.-China relations.

This response supplements and complements Shaffer and Gao’s analysis. The history of China’s participation in the WTO, and the largely liberal order of which the WTO is a key element, is ambivalent—perhaps more than can be conveyed in an account that gives center stage to Chinese informants who have favored adherence to international norms and participation in international institutions. The future may be more fraught than can be fully captured in a relatively brief final section of an article that focuses primarily on evaluating the past. This response addresses these issues from perspectives of international relations theories (many of which Shaffer and Gao note) and their application to China’s engagement with the WTO and related matters. The sections that follow are arranged, roughly, from least to most pessimistic (except for a final subsection).

I. CONSTRUCTIVISM: AN UNCERTAIN VERDICT ABOUT CONVERGENCE

In the argot of international relations theory, Shaffer and Gao offer a partly (I would say largely) “constructivist” analysis of China’s approach to the WTO and the international economic legal regime centered on the WTO.¹ For a constructivist, a state’s behavior can be shaped by its socialization into acceptance

---
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of international norms, including by means of a state’s integration into international institutions.  

At a general level, China’s approach to the WTO and related norms is a well-known tale that appears to fit constructivist theory. From the beginning of its Post-Mao Reform Era, China has sought to join the international economy and its major institutions, largely on status quo accepting terms. “Modernization”—economic development—has been the defining policy goal of the Reform Era. China has pursued economic development through “opening” (to the outside world) and “reform” (at home). “Opening” meant adapting to prevailing international norms and rules for trade and other matters (including transnational investment) as means for attracting foreign capital and know-how—initially concentrated in export-oriented industries that depended on access to foreign markets. “Reform” meant market-oriented changes to domestic policies and institutions and a much more robust, market-supporting legal system. These changes entailed extensive borrowing from, and convergence with, legal rules and norms prevalent in major developed economies and, in turn, reflected in the GATT/WTO and other institutions that had been created by the U.S. and states with similar interests and values.  

As the Reform Era progressed, evidence accumulated to support a constructivist account. China sought ardently to rejoin the GATT (beginning in 1986) and to become a founding member of the WTO (in 1995). When China joined the WTO in 2001, it accepted notably unfavorable terms. The conditions included foregoing special accommodations that had been offered to developing countries and post-socialist transitional economies, and granting trading partners exceptional powers to impose barriers in response to rising Chinese exports. Zhu Rongji, China’s redoubtable premier during the run-up to China’s accession, had taken significant political risk in offering concessions that sought—and initially failed to achieve—U.S. support of China’s WTO candidacy during Clinton’s presidency. The reward Zhu sought was a lever—in the form of binding international legal obligations—to advance economic reforms that would bring China more into line with market principles and international norms. Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, China joined the other major institutions of the international economic legal order, almost entirely on status quo-accepting terms. As one prominent assessment by an American scholar put it, China was “playing our game.”

---


As this suggests, and notwithstanding Washington’s resistance to China’s initial push for WTO membership, a constructivist perspective has been immanent in U.S. policy toward China and its participation in the WTO. Bringing China into international economic legal institutions has been part of the U.S.‘s broader strategy toward China. The policy of “constructive engagement” with China has rested on “constructivist” premises. Tellingly, President Clinton pressed Congress to take necessary legislative steps (including granting China normal trading relations or “most favored nation” status) for China’s WTO entry by arguing that bringing China into the organization would help change China in ways that would promote U.S. preferences and interests and align with prevailing international economic (and perhaps liberal-democratic political) norms.\(^5\)

China’s post-accession approach to the WTO has been something of a mixed bag for a constructivist account. On one hand, China has undertaken the massive reform efforts that Shaffer and Gao detail: Extensive revisions to Chinese laws to comply with WTO requirements, major investments in capacity-building for WTO and trade law, and significant drives to promote public and official awareness of WTO commitments and the regime’s stated commitment to those commitments. China has become one of the leading users of the WTO’s dispute resolution procedures and has prevailed in significant cases as complainant and respondent. More broadly, China’s arguments in defense of its own laws and practices—and its complaints about other states—have remained infra legem in the WTO and elsewhere; that is, China has purported to argue in terms of what WTO law requires, rather than launching attacks against existing law.\(^6\)

Moreover, some illiberalism in China’s approach to international economic law is consistent with complying with WTO law, making permissible use of WTO processes, and accepting extant rules. As Shaffer and Gao remind us, China has learned, quickly and well, to play the game of using WTO law and procedures to press interests and preferences that sometimes are at odds with liberal principles and U.S. agendas (which themselves can be illiberal). And, Shaffer and Gao also tell us, China may have learned these skills, and a somewhat cynical attitude toward ostensibly fundamental liberal norms in international trade law, from the United States.\(^7\) For the U.S. policy of constructive engagement, therein lies an abject lesson of “be careful what you wish for because
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you may get it.” This lesson may become more painful as China continues to reap the benefits of its investments in building WTO and trade law capacity, while U.S. commitments by government and institutionally to sustaining capacity show signs of serious erosion. For constructivists, this pattern is bittersweet, indicating China’s “socialization” to international practices and rules, yet in a form that may undermine more fundamental norms.

Some nonconformity to WTO rules and obligations in Chinese positions and actions does not necessarily negate a constructivist account. Only an implausibly extreme version of constructivism would see perfect performance as the relevant standard. Shirking and cheating, at some level, are to be expected, all the more so by a state that may be in the process of assimilating to established norms. WTO rules sometimes are indeterminate or contested, especially in application to specific, challenged laws or policies. A challenge to, or attempt to change, existing rules is consistent with a constructivist account. As Shaffer and Gao note, the WTO regime contemplates that members will try to shape rules, so long as they do so through legally and institutionally proper means, and the opportunity to shape WTO rules was a major motivation for China in entering the WTO.

On the other hand, China has faced extensive and wide-ranging criticism, including from the U.S. government, industry, and interest groups, for violating WTO obligations and flouting WTO rules. China has been the most frequent target of complaints in the WTO’s formal dispute resolution process and has lost in significant cases. China’s formally law-abiding response to WTO rulings may be less than meets the eye—“paper compliance” in the language of one noteworthy study.

More fundamentally, the bar for success in constructivist analysis will have been set disconcertingly low if much of the evidence is “compliance” in forms such as China: exploiting opportunities that the WTO regime provides to depart


from the predominantly liberal international legal norms and principles that underpin the WTO; making implausible arguments about the content of WTO law in an effort to legitimate problematic actions, policies, or laws; feigning compliance with WTO rules or rulings; or not exceeding some high threshold of shirking and violating.

II. TRANSNATIONAL INTEREST GROUP POLITICS: SUPPLEMENTARY EXPLANATION AND VULNERABLE PATHWAY

A distinctive strength of Shaffer and Gao’s analysis is that it goes beyond most constructivist interpretations of China’s WTO behavior. It provides an empirical account of an important mechanism by which the socialization and assimilation that are central to constructivism occurs.

Facing the demands of WTO entry and membership, China invested heavily in building legal capacity to fulfill WTO obligations and to defend China’s rights and assert China’s interests in the WTO. Efforts that focused initially on academia and government spread to private law firms and industry. The government’s trumpeting its commitment to WTO engagement directly and indirectly incentivized law firms and state-linked enterprises to take WTO law seriously. Through a combination of concerted effort and benevolent contagion, stakeholders emerged among scholars and lawyers outside the state and among legal staffs in China’s vast bureaucracy (especially the Ministry of Commerce) whose professional identity, self-interest, and subjective preferences became aligned with China’s embrace of the WTO, its legal rules, and associated liberal norms of international economic law. Some in this cohort forged supportive bonds with counterparts outside China, in a latter-day, less formal, and more diffuse echo of the top leadership’s earlier strategy of joining the WTO to create international pressure for domestic reforms. As staff of other state organs and officers of major enterprises became more familiar and comfortable with the WTO and its legal rules, and as they came to see how WTO law could work to their advantage, they too began to support, or at least accept, China’s deepened and largely pro-status quo approach to the WTO.12

While these aspects of Shaffer and Gao’s account support a constructivist explanation, they also fit—as Shaffer and Gao note when they characterize their account as “most closely resemble[ing] historical institutional theory”—with older traditions in international relations theory that look to interdependence and its interaction with pluralistic domestic politics. On such views, state behavior can be explained by domestic interest group politics, with interest groups sometimes drawing strength from transnational linkages—often rooted in interna-

12. Shaffer & Gao, supra note 1, at 119.
national economic ties—to actors abroad who have common interests or preferences. 13 Despite its persisting authoritarian political order, Reform-Era China does have something akin to interest group politics. With the repudiation of Mao-Era autarchy, there has been much more room for interest groups to form transnational linkages. 14

Shaffer and Gao’s recounting of the emergence, roles, and agendas of China’s cadre of internationally connected WTO lawyers fits with this line of international relations thinking and will resonate with many observers of Reform-Era China’s cosmopolitan legal elites and other pro-reform elites. What Shaffer and Gao document in the WTO realm rings true more generally. These Chinese scholars, officials, and practicing lawyers have been a formidable force. They have been significant interest groups, favoring generally liberal and international norm-assimilating legal development in China. For much of the Reform Era, their transnational connections have given them intellectual, normative, and political heft in domestic political contests over China’s interactions with international legal institutions and norms.

The challenge, for an account of China’s WTO-relevant behavior that rests on claims about interdependence-driven transnational linkages and domestic interest groups, is whether these interest groups are truly influential and likely to remain so. There are reasons (including ones to be found in Shaffer and Gao’s analysis) to be skeptical in the case of China’s cohort of “pro-WTO” lawyers. Shaffer and Gao are careful to note the limits of their interview data and conscious of the perils of selection bias in the subset of relevant actors whom they reached. Still, they cannot entirely overcome the possibility of skewing effects from focusing on a group—China’s WTO-savvy and WTO-sympathizing lawyers—that, like many participant-informants, may be inclined to overrate or overstate their impact and influence. WTO-conforming behavior by Chinese state actors may be spurred by one or more of several factors, including ones consistent with other international relations theories that leave little room for the agency of domestic interest groups and, in turn, the impact of their foreign counterparts.

Less abstractly, China’s commitment to international trade law, and especially to broader values of liberalism or legality in international economic relations, appears to be uneven, even among the relatively small group of legally trained and law-engaged Chinese on whom Shaffer and Gao focus. For some law firm lawyers, trade law and trade cases appear to be one way of seeking government favor or business. 15 For some government lawyers, WTO law may be part

---
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of their political or policy mandate of the moment, subject to supersession by new priorities and directives from above. For some legal academics, international trade law may be a route to funding and status—perhaps not easily abandoned as a practical matter but something less than a deep calling or defining passion.

Moreover, such “pro-WTO” or liberal-legal-internationalist interest groups and supportive transnational linkages face additional possible limits rooted in elite politics. The top leadership’s pursuit of WTO membership that gave rise to “WTO fever” in China was only partly about policies of liberalization and openness for the economy. It was also about recentralization of power after more than a decade of reform had dispersed authority and led to what top leaders regarded as dangerous governmental indiscipline and frustrating policy inconsistency. Nearly twenty years later, the Chinese regime has become more critical of foreign ideas and the influence in China of foreign organizations. 16

III. SECOND IMAGE THEORIES: POLITICAL SYSTEM-TYPE AND LEADERSHIP CHOICE.

As the foregoing suggests, developments under Xi Jinping—layered on underlying features of China’s political system—have not been entirely salutary for the agenda or influence of pro-liberalization, pro-trade, pro-WTO lawyers. The Xi era has brought rises in: economic nationalism (which can be in tension with WTO liberalization norms); skepticism toward “Western values,” including especially economic and legal models, and Western prescriptions for international economic norms and rules (which suffered a severe loss of prestige amid the Global Financial Crisis); suspicion toward Western influences (which extends to foreign partners and allies of China’s transnationally linked trade lawyers and legal intellectuals); political illiberalism (which is in some tension with economic liberalism and has rarely been good for intellectuals of any stripe in post-1949 China); and reallocation of decision-making power from government institutions to party organs and from more established institutional structures to small, ad hoc leading small groups (which tends to reduce the influence of technocratic specialists, including trade lawyers).

To be sure, moves and signals of the Xi era have been mixed. A major Party Central Committee policy document and other official pronouncements have set forth an ambitious agenda of market-oriented and international norm-conforming economic reforms, sometimes framed as a “new development model” for China.

Such sources have articulated a policy of engaging more actively with international law (albeit partly to achieve changes favored by China). Amid the President-Trump-led abandonment by the U.S. of a leadership role, Xi and Premier Li Keqiang have moved to position China as the avatar of international economic liberalism and globalization. Therein lie some reasons for hope that the cadre of trained trade lawyers identified by Shaffer and Gao, and their cosmopolitan and liberal views, can have influence. While such considerations matter in assessing an account of China’s international behavior that emphasizes interest groups and transnational linkages, they also point to an analysis rooted in a very different version of international relations theory.

From a “second image” perspective, a state’s international behavior reflects its domestic political system. International relations analyses that emphasize domestic political system-type typically consider more fundamental or structural features. One such feature of China’s political system is its authoritarian character—specifically the relatively high degree of autonomy that the top leadership exercises in setting policy direction, especially on matters that the leadership views as important and perhaps especially in external relations. Shaffer and Gao recognize this possibility. It is reflected, for example, in their reference to Zhu Rongji famously playing a “two-level game” (in making international commitments to create leverage to force through painful, resistance-provoking domestic reforms). This recognition presumably also underlies the importance Shaffer and Gao attach to the policy choices of Xi Jinping, who has emerged as China’s most powerful leader since Deng Xiaoping and, perhaps, since Mao Zedong.


20. deLisle, supra note 4, at 262 n.31; John Fewsmith, *The Political and Social Implications of China’s Accession to the WTO*, 167 CHINA Q. 573 (2001); see also Shaffer & Gao, supra note 1, at 105 n.19.

Another related feature of “system type” is China’s having been an authoritarian developmental state. This characteristic (along with the discretionary policy choices of powerful leaders) has favored extensive engagement with the WTO, extensive conformity to WTO rules and norms, and concomitant reforms to the domestic economy to align more closely with prevailing global patterns. But, such behavior does not imply the thoroughgoing convergence that some analytical perspectives of international relations theory might predict. Rather, on this view, China’s approach to the WTO has been instrumental to other goals, primarily economic development and maintaining the regime’s grip on political power (in part through delivering economic gains to its subjects). Thus, steps toward assimilation to international norms may prove to be a matter of harvesting low-hanging fruit—of taking relatively easy steps that offer clear gains with few risks. But, past performance becomes a weaker predictor of future results if the preexisting authoritarian political order, rather than the socializing influence of relatively liberal international norms or the clout of relatively liberal (and transnationally linked) interest groups in pluralistic domestic politics, determines how China engages the international system.22

Other attributes of China’s political system might limit China’s embrace of liberal norms and rules that underpin the WTO and other international economic legal institutions. The Xi era has offered evidence for those who argue that China’s political economy remains statist—or state capitalist—and thus in tension with liberal international norms.23 As some analysts see it, the WTO presumes market economies, but China is—and seems likely to remain for some time—out of step with strong versions of that presumption and thus ill-equipped to achieve full compliance with some WTO norms or rules. Some critical assessments of China’s WTO engagement have gone further, arguing that the WTO presumes, and effective compliance in practice requires, a political-legal order very different from China’s—one that is qualitatively more liberal and more law-governed.24

On the other hand, China’s approach to the WTO need not be fixed in stone. Claims of entrenched incompatibility between basic features of China’s domestic political system and the types of international behavior demanded by the WTO or broader international liberal economic norms are controversial and arguably overdrawn. China’s engagement with the WTO and other international institutions has changed much more than have basic features of China’s political system. Many WTO members have accepted China’s certification as a “market

economy.” Further, major changes in Chinese behavior are all the more possible, because one characteristic of China’s political order is room for top leaders to make dramatic changes. This is one plausible characterization of the launch of “reform and opening” under Deng—a second major wave of reforms (including those associated with WTO accession) under Jiang Zemin and a possible new inflection point under Xi (as an especially powerful ruler of an unprecedentedly powerful China). As this last point suggests, a major factor that could affect elite preferences or more directly alter China’s international behavior is China’s transformation from a developing state seeking acceptance in the international order into a great power with the capacity and will to alter the rules and institutions to serve its interests and preferences.

IV. REALISM: POWER SHIFT AND ITS IMPLICATIONS

China’s rise, the relative decline of the United States, and the resulting growth in China’s potential to reshape the WTO and other international economic legal institutions and rules point to the possible explanatory power of another venerable school of international relations thinking: “realism” and its variants (such as structural realism or offensive realism). From a realist perspective, a state’s power and the distribution of power among states explains and predicts how a state will behave, including its conformity to, support for, or investment in international institutions (including legal ones). Shaffer and Gao allow for this possibility as well. The rising clout and assertiveness of China, relative to a waning or withdrawing U.S., accounts for much of the shadow of uncertainty that falls over their final section on possible futures.25

For the international relations realist, China’s status as a rising power portends a less passive and accepting posture toward international institutions and rules, including the WTO and WTO law. A more powerful China is more likely to press for accommodation of its interests and agendas and may challenge or opt out of regimes that are not sufficiently receptive. Power transition theory and offensive realism envision especially bleak prospects. On such accounts, China’s rise risks developments akin to those that accompanied the ascent of Germany and Japan a century earlier. Even if a “tragedy of great power” politics, a “Thucydides trap,” and a full-blown “contest for supremacy” (in the terms used by scholars evaluating U.S.-China relations from a realist perspective) can be avoided, the status quo international order—its institutions and rules—forged by the previously dominant power, faces a crisis born of a newly ascendant power’s demands for revision.26

25. Shaffer & Gao, supra note 1, at 165.
From this perspective, signs of growing peril for the WTO, other core institutions, and the norms they embody can be found in: China’s nonconformity to some WTO rules and obligations; China’s demand for a greater role for itself (and other rising powers) in decision-making in international economic institutions; and China’s creation of new institutions (such as the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank, the New Development Bank, China-centered regional trading pacts, and initiatives associated with China’s “One Belt One Road” policy) that could become rivals to status quo entities and regimes. Other warning signs include the disdain China’s leaders have shown toward Washington Consensus-style orthodoxy and features of the Western-shaped or U.S.-led economic order that permitted the Global Financial Crisis of 2008.27

The lack of deference toward established organizations and rules that a realist analysis would expect from a rising power may be reinforced by China’s reaction to a long period of forced exclusion. In the standard Chinese account, China was: denied membership in the informal club of so-called “civilized” states in the nineteenth century; subjected to “semi-colonial” encroachment under “unequal treaties” that greater powers imposed on China and claimed were consistent with international law; excluded from the process (particularly during the nineteenth and early to mid-twentieth century) of shaping ostensibly universal customary international law; and kept out, for decades, from the major international institutions that matter for international law, including the United Nations, the International Court of Justice, and GATT/WTO.28

On softer versions of realism as well, there are reasons for concern about the prospects for the WTO, kindred institutions, and related norms in international economic law. The WTO and other key components of the contemporary international economic regime are credibly characterized as the fruits of hegemonic stability.29 In the postwar era, the United States was a sufficiently dominant power within the West—and, in the post-Cold War period, sufficiently dominant globally—that Washington was willing to bear a disproportionate share of the costs in establishing and maintaining institutions such as GATT/WTO, the IMF, and the World Bank. Bearing outsized costs (whether in the form of direct outlays, tolerance for asymmetric rules or behavior that benefitted other parties, or structuring side payments or sanctions to induce compliant behavior by other parties) was acceptable or desirable to the U.S., because its hegemonic position


gave it a central role in shaping the regime and a large share of the benefits (whether purely economic or economic and geopolitical).

Within a realist framework, the relative decline in power of the United States and the relative rise of a still-far-short-of-hegemonic China imperil such institutions and associated regimes. President Trump’s striking contempt for multilateralism in general, and the WTO and the trade regime more specifically, his withdrawal from the TPP and threat to scuttle NAFTA and to leave the WTO, and so on, may be a contributing cause, or an acute symptom, of the waning of American hegemony in the trade regime and the international economic order more broadly. Whichever way one characterizes developments under President Trump, they are negative indicators for status quo institutions and norms.30

China is unlikely to replace the U.S. in underwriting the established order. China lacks the relative capacity that the U.S. held, first in the non-communist world and then globally, during the last three-quarters of a century. China’s forays into possible institution-building or regime-creating have not entailed taking on a role akin to that of the U.S. in recent decades. China has sometimes tolerated unfavorable balances of benefits in trade pacts (such as the ASEAN-China Free Trade Area and the cross-Taiwan-Strait Economic Cooperation Framework Agreement), but these have generally, and in some cases persuasively, been regarded as partly using economic incentives and levers to advance political ends.31 This is not to say that the U.S.’s past investment in today’s established institutions was un-self-interested. But, China’s approach so far has appeared relatively transactional, and thin in providing durable international public goods. More straightforwardly, China has an uneven record of compliance with, and has made pointed criticism of, some existing rules and institutions. And, it has created new organs and agreements that could challenge currently dominant, U.S.-shaped ones.

To be sure, China’s statements and actions toward the WTO and other components of the existing regime of international economic law hardly have been unmixed. Negative signs coexist with positive or neutral ones. Xi has presented China as the pillar of globalization and guardian of international economic openness and integration in the wake of the U.S.’s Trump-era retrenchment. China has pledged that the new institutions it has been supporting are supplements, not threats, to existing ones and were made necessary by the failure of the United States to support needed reforms in established organs to meet growing needs


and reflect changing patterns of global economic power. In the U.S., President Trump’s bluster has often outrun change in U.S. behavior. It is too soon to conclude that the Trumpian turn in the U.S. approach to the WTO and other institutions of a liberal international economic order reflect a deep and permanent U.S. retreat.

For the international relations realist, such seemingly positive signs are unconvincing. They may reflect hollow promises, disingenuous rhetoric, or vestiges of a fading order. At minimum, for the realist, they should not seduce observers into the sin of idealism. For the nonrealist or antirealist, the realist argument for dismissing such indications risks proving too much; at the extreme, the realist claims become nearly unfalsifiable. Across a range of international relations views, a key question is whether the WTO and its rules as currently constituted and other elements of the established regime for international economic law can survive absent prior levels of support and leadership by the United States.

V. POST-HEGEMONIC COOPERATION: IS THE WTO ROBUST ENOUGH?

As the agnosticism and incipient pessimism that characterize the latter part of Shaffer and Gao’s article reflect, prospects for a robust WTO and an international economic legal order centered on the WTO seem uncertain, or perhaps worse. From the perspective of several schools of international relations thinking, collaboration between the U.S. and China to support the existing order (with limited modifications) would be at least helpful and perhaps indispensable to sustain the current regime. Here, prospects do not seem, in important respects, highly encouraging. Under Xi, China’s rhetoric is strongly pro-status quo but is discounted widely, albeit to varying degrees. Under President Trump, the U.S.’s rhetoric has become radically status-quo-rejecting. On both sides, practice and more fine-grained policy have been much more ambivalent. Still, we seem a long way from a “G2” U.S.-China duopoly that could substitute for the prior combination of relatively strong support by a hegemonic United States and relatively ardent constructivist convergence from a China that did not seek to reshape most international regimes.

32. AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS (1964); EDWARD HALLETT CARR, THE TWENTY YEARS’ CRISIS, 1919–1939; see also ROBERT M. A. CRAWFORD, IDEALISM AND REALISM IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS (2000).


As this indicates, cooperation under the anarchic conditions of international relations is difficult—very much so according to realist analyses but significantly so from other theoretical perspectives as well. As institutionalist theories of international relations stress, it helps to have in place robust institutions—often as an inheritance from a time when conditions were more favorable for cooperation, institution building, or regime creation.35

The WTO and, in turn, the WTO-centered international economic legal regime, seemingly fit this paradigm. After all, the WTO is a nearly universal membership organization. It has legal rules that address a vast range of economic issues, extending well beyond traditional trade in goods to services, intellectual property rights, transnational investment, and much else. It has a famously formidable court-like dispute resolution system—one that has achieved a strong record of state compliance and one that has been nearly unique (as Shaffer and Gao point out) in securing China’s submission to formal international legal process and its outcomes.36 So far, at least, China’s potentially revisionist initiatives have been presented as nested within the WTO’s capacious reach. Regional and mega-regional trade pacts have been framed as consistent with WTO rules on sub-universal trade pacts. China has presented the AIIB, NDB, and other initiatives as arrangements that will track the rules of established institutions, and they do not appear to pose near-term challenges to the status quo.37

Yet, as Shaffer and Gao’s guarded look to the future reflects, there are many vulnerabilities here. The once-dynamic expansion of the WTO’s domain and ability to deepen international economic openness and integration have waned dramatically since the start of the Doha Round of WTO negotiations. The locus of trade and expansive “trade-plus” deals has moved outside the WTO to more ad hoc arrangements, such as the China-centered Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership, the Trans-Pacific Partnership, and other multilateral accords. Major opportunities and challenges in international economic relations lie beyond the scope, or outside the core strengths, of the WTO: addressing allegations of relatively subtle violations of established norms and rules that occur through state-linked enterprises not playing by market principles; shaping rules for transnational investment or national industrial policy that are more complicated and results not predicting or supporting close cooperation); Cong Mu, Wen Rules Out ‘G2’ Proposal, GLOBAL TIMES (May 22, 2009), http://www.globaltimes.cn/content/431991.shtml.


36. GERALD Chan, CHINA’S COMPLIANCE IN GLOBAL AFFAIRS: TRADE, ARMS CONTROL, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION, HUMAN RIGHTS 79–110 (2005); Henry S. Gao, Aggressive Legalism: The East Asian Experience and Lessons for China, in CHINA’S PARTICIPATION IN THE WTO (Henry Gao & Donald Lewis eds., 2005); John H. Jackson, Perceptions About the WTO Trade Institutions, 1 WORLD TRADE REV. 101 (2002); Shaffer & Gao, supra note 1, at 108.

reach much farther into domestic economic regulation than the WTO’s investment regime has; and addressing transnational disharmony in environmental, labor, and human rights standards. 38 Although still in their infancy, the new institutions that China has created or might create could further reduce the relative importance of the WTO, IMF, World Bank, and kindred pillars of the existing order, and could generate norms and rules adverse to the current system.

In this sense, China has acquired an option to support or undermine the WTO and the wider international economic legal regime, and China has been able to do so in part, because the United States under President Trump has removed itself from the role it would ordinarily have played in pressing China to clarify its aims or contesting Beijing’s claim to the mantle of economic globalization’s defender. In this unsettled and uncertain environment, much will depend on whether those who favor the broadly liberal international economic legal order associated with the WTO—including the cadre of Chinese trade law experts considered by Shaffer and Gao, and groups in the U.S. appalled by Trumpian economic nationalism—will see, or make, their preferences prevail.